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Ginsu? 















Symbols Are
Power



“Limits of our language are 
the limits of our world”

Ludwig Wittgenstein, philosopher  



Successful Innovation is 
about creating a culture 
where ideas can thrive

Facilitated by 
language

Spread through symbols 
and artifacts

We believe that ideas spread 
through

reports and emails





Creating an Innovation Movement

Starts with Culture
Norms and behaviors
So that innovation can 
thrive.



Culture: 
A 

Social 
Construct





Relationships
Between and 

Among us.



Human cooperation 



Organizing Chaos
The Reduction of Complexity



The Biggest Lie Told Today;

“All that matters is data”



“Most of  us think of  
ourselves as thinking 
creatures who feel, but in 
fact, we are feeling 
creatures who think.”

-Jill Bolte Taylor



Change (Innovation) is 
based upon an 

emotional connection 
to a future beneficial 

outcome



Unseen but felt by all



Culture Design Principles



CULTURE 
DESIGN

V1



“Beliefs are what you have in the absence of facts”

There is  moral case for ‘factual’ beliefs





Thinking about 
our Mindsets
Fixed vs Growth- Carol Dweck



Psychological Safety

Freedom to play

Freedom to Fail

Freedom to Collaborate

Freedom to experiment

Freedom to connect – up and 
down

Freedom to ask:
What if/ Why not?

Freedom from being judged

Freedom from ‘business as 
usual’

Pro-Innovative  
Mindsets







FMS





Articulated
Beliefs







Be so clear 
that:





Failure



Failure is (one of) the Achilles heal of Air Force Innovation

How do we socialize that the right kind of failure is okay?
Or, even a willingness to have discussions 

Museum of Failure



Innovation Mindsets 










What is the purpose of innovation?



Theodore Levitt

What business are you in vs. What business are you really in?

“We are in the innovation business”
Or

“We are in the Idea Scale business”
Or

“We are in the business of helping people grow, succeed and 
develop their capabilities, and in the process, they contribute to 

innovation”



Is innovation truly 
collaborative & 

enduring?

Or is it something 
inconvenient that we 

hope goes away?



INNOVATION IS
ABOUT THE 

INDIVIDUAL.

IT IS ABOUT 
US.



WHY DO WE WORK?



Maslow’s 
Hierarchy of 

Needs



Soldiers Join the Military for Family, Institutional, and Occupational 
Reasons

Most Members Enjoy Positive Well-Being and Satisfying 
Social Lives

Value Relationships With Other Members as 
Critical Feature of Military Life

Desire to Become a Military 
Professional



Reason’s Why 
People Join 
Innovation 
Movements

My Kids

I’m Bored

Don’t feel challenged

Need a distraction

Want to make a difference

Want to learn new things

Want to build a new network

Need to grow 





A story of Edwards: 

Heidi Williams Test Engineer

Started at Edwards in late 2016

Helped found 
Hustle Squad Wanted a challenge

Worked to create the Innovation Movement









Innovation isn’t about 
idea scale,

it isn’t about greater 
lethality,

Although that would be 
an outcome.

At it’s core, innovation is about humans 
self actualizing, 

it is about growing as Individuals,

showing that you are different,

that you are willing to
go above and beyond 

To make a difference.
To stand out.

It is about a set of 
beliefs, and connection 

to something more, 
something better.

The Air Force benefits 
because you benefit.

This is not an exercise in 
selflessness.

It is about benefitting the Air 
Force and Yourself.

Innovation is an 
infinite game...

It never ends.

You all should start 
or join a movement 

on your base!





Is innovation truly 
collaborative & 

enduring? 
Or is it something 

inconvenient that we 
hope goes away?
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